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The Force is strong with this series! Introducing a line of workbooks that marries the iconic

popularity of Star Wars with the unique mix of editorial quality, fun presentation, and rigorous

educational standards that Workman applied to the BRAIN QUEST Workbooks. Twelve titles launch

the seriesâ€•three each for Pre-K through 2nd Gradeâ€•and dig deep into core subjects, including

numbers, ABCs, phonics, and reading readiness for younger grades, and math, reading, and writing

for the older ones. The material, which aligns with national Common Core State Standards, is

designed to reinforce essential concepts and lessons taught in schools. Any child, not just fans of

Star Warsâ€•but yes, those fans will be especially delighted (as will reluctant learners)â€•will love the

â€œAâ€• is for Anakin approach to phonics. Kids will practice learning numbers by counting and

circling X-wing starfighters and clone troopers. Master place values by sorting groups of Wookiees.

There are math problemsâ€•Yoda is holding 7 lightsabers. 5 of the lightsabers are blue. The rest are

green. How many green lightsabers is he holding? And Language Artsâ€•Circle the correct

homophone in this sentence: Luke is a Jedi knight/night. Featuring favorite characters like Luke

Skywalker, Queen Amidala, Yoda, and Obi-Wan Kenobi, and other creatures, monsters, Jedi, and

Sith, the workbooks are filled with thousands of original illustrations drawing from all six Star Wars

movies and the expanded Star Wars universe.Learn well, you will.
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I love these! OK my kids are named Luke and Leia but really my 3 year old is very excited about

these. It's a workbook so I don't know how creative the content can be but the graphics are nice and

it helps captivate my daughter's attention

This is a great tool for learning! My son is 4 and in Pre-K, so he is just learning how to write his

letters. This is a great book to use for practicing at home. It has letters to trace, characters who have

names starting with those letters, etc. One part that is really cool is there will be a letter at the top of

a page, and then about ten letters listed below it. You have to go through and circle all the letters

that match the letter at the top of the page. Sounds like no big deal, but it is fun and educational for

a 4-5 year old.The book is FULL of exercises and makes learning fun. My son thinks that using this

book is a treat, not a chore :)

My son loves this book and is actually eager to do the activities inside! I would say most kids will

dive into it and think that it is really fun. I do wish that they cost a little less but I suppose it has to do

with it being Star Wars & being so popular. Would absolutely recommend to anyone wanting to

practice letter recognition and beginning writing.

I looked through this book and thought it would be a good learning book for a child. I bought it for

our son who is 30+ years old and an avid Star Wars collector. It is a gag book for him which he will

receive for his next birthday.

This is a preschool workbook intended for the 4-5 year old age category. I bought it as an

introduction for my son before he beings preschool. He is very into star wars and the star wars

universe right now, so this seemed like a perfect way to get him involved with letters and other

academic pursuits.The book begins with a page for each letter in its uppercase and lowercase form,

where they are asked to color the letter that is featured on the page. My son loved this activity, he

knows his letters and it was easy for him. It can only hold his attention for a page or two, but he is

still interested.Later pages include other coloring activities and finger puppets. This book won't

JUST teach letters, it also teaches colors, early writing skills, actual writing skills, finding objects and

other important concepts. As they progress through the book, they are building fine motor control



and the skills needed to begin writing, but the book makes it fun and uses characters they are

familiar with. There is very little of the star wars story lines in the book, mostly just simplified

character images, but there is a very wide variety of characters included.Overall very satisfied, this

book may be more expensive than most preschool workbooks but it is well made to teach skills

while still being fun and easy for children. Obviously this will be an activity you have to do with the

child, because they can't read the directions of course.

This book is super cute. My son is four and he loves Star Wars. This has motivated him to actually

sit with me and work on his letters. I gave it four starts because it is not as fun as the number one in

my opinion. You would have to be a serious star wars fan to know all the characters and animals

listed in this book so he doesn't get as excited on each page.... since he doesn't know a lot of hte

people. But it is still fun and age appropriate. It has worked great for us as a summer workbook.

My wife teaches kindergarten. She loves these books and so do her Kinders, who get copies of the

pages to work on. Educational and topical. Have to get and keep their interest after all. Everyone

knows Star Wars!

I've tried every kind of app, game, and alphabet toy to try to get my son with autism interested in

letters, but nothing worked -- until I stumbled upon this Star Wars Preschool ABC Fun workbook.

Admittedly, he is obsessed with all things Star Wars, so this book appealed to his interests. If your

little one isn't so fond of the Force, you might not have as much luck teaching them their

ABC-3P0s.Overall, the quality of the book is good. It's held up to daily use from not-so-gentle

hands. The included finger puppets are familiar characters in the workbook and have worked great

as an incentive to learn. The learning exercises and games are fun -- exactly what I would expect

from BrainQuest -- a brand I'm familiar with from when I was growing up.My son received this book

only knowing a handful of letters. Now he confidently goes through and identifies both uppercase

and lowercase letters with ease. After having such success with this workbook, I plan on ordering

the full line of Star Wars BrainQuest books to help him continue his learning journey. I'm happy to

have found something my special needs guy enjoys and helps him learn -- that's a win-win any way

you look at it.
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